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To all whom it may concern:
ator to hold the tool in the same position as
Be it known that I, WILLIAM G. A. BON he would the ordinary instruments, the guard
WILL, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, have in D being arranged at one side of and below
vented an Electrical Tooth-Filling Instrument, the
tool, the rear end of which, therefore, rests
of which the following is a specification:
in the hollow between the thumb and fore
My invention relates to improvements in finger, the latter extending forward parallel
dental instruments designed to be operated to
By this means the automatic
by electricity, the objects of my improvements toolthemaystem.
be manipulated as readily as the
being to render the instrument compact, to usual hand-tools. I also reduce the size of
adapt it to the hand of the operator, and to
coils and the weight of the mallet, and yet
facilitate the securing and the removal of the the
obtain
as sharp or a sharper blow with the
Operating-tool, and to regulate the action of same battery;
the striking portion of the
the mallet. These objects I attain by arrang inallet, owing toforthe
position of the tool, is
ing the insulated coils A and A closely to extended over the coils,
enables me to
gether, with the tool B at one side of or be obtain a longer leverage,which
and to strike with
neath the same, and a guard, D, at the same the end instead of with the side of the
side; by providing the instrument with a weighted portion of the mallet. (See Fig. 3.)
guard or handle, D, by which it may be held This lightness is also of advantage when
in a proper position for operation in either the soft
blows in very quick succession are to be
right or left hand, as shown in the plan view, Struck.
Figure 2; by so combining the tool B with an If desired, the coils may be brought still
adjustable beveled pin, b, that it can be readily closer
together by flattening their inner adjoin
removed and replaced, and adjusted from and ing sides to a greater extent than is shown in
toward the mallet, as shown in the section, the drawing.
Fig. 3; and by certain improvements in the Another important feature of my present in
circuit-breakers, fully described hereafter, vention is the disposition of the frameE, handle
Whereby the instrument is rendered more dur. E", guard D, and malletF, in respect to the coils
able, and its operation much facilitated.
and tool, the arrangement being such as to
A succession of blows, more or less rapid, is so lower the center of gravity in the working
in parted to the tool B, which is held against position of the instrument as to enable it to
the filling by a mallet, F, forming the arma rest solidly upon the operator's hand, as shown
ture of a magnet inclosed within two adjacent in Figs. 2 and 3. The hooked guard or handle
coils, A and A', the circuit being completed D serves to determine the position of and to
at one point by the hand of the operator, and retain
the instrument in the hand, and much
being automatically broken at another point facilitates
its operation, the index-finger be.
by the mallet, which, when attracted toward ing passed through the same, if the instru.
the magnet, and just before or at the moment ment be held in the right hand, as shown in
of striking the blow, breaks the circuit, and Fig. 2, while if it be held in the left hand the
is then suddenly drawn back by its spring h, thumb
is passed through the said guard. The
the circuit being automatically completed by latter may
be in the form of a ring; but I pre
a spring-lever, H, when the mallet will be fer that it should be hooked. The said guard.
again attracted and strike another blow, and may also, if desired, be rendered adjustable
Will in like manner again break the circuit upon the instrument.
and Spring back, and so on as long as the op It will be observed that the handle E, in
erator completes the circuit
at the opposite stead of being provided with flanges, as here
point.
tofore, is cylindrical, this also facilitating the
The tool is placed at one side of or beneath the grasping and holding of the instrument by
coils, which I arrange close together, as shown either halnd.
in the diagram, Fig. 1, thus reducing the bulk The tool B is adapted to an opening in the
of the instrument considerably. The main ob
E' and frame E, through which it can
ject of this arrangement is to enable the oper handle
be freely passed, a spring stud or pin, b, yield
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rectly to the long arm of the lever through the
ing to permit its passage, and serving as a re spring
tainer for the salme, the said pin having an It wille. be observed, on reference to Fig. 4,
abrupt edge upon one side adapted to a shoul that when the instrument is not in use the
der, at, of the tool, and thus preventing the circuit is broken by the slide G, which is forced
latter from being forced back upon the mallet
from the adjustable screw d by the Spring
beyond the proper point, while the opposite away
j; but in the act of forcing the tool against a
edge of the said pin, which is adapted to the filling
or other object the pressure of the in
shoulder a? of the tool, is beveled, as shown
or thumb upon the roughened por
in Fig. 3, so as to retain the said tool in posi dex-finger
tion
of
the
said slide naturally forces the same
tion under ordinary circumstances, but so that in the direction
of the arrow, Fig. 2, and thus
it will yield, and permit the withdrawal of the completes
the
circuit
without special effort On
same by a slight effort. The pin b is secured
of the operator.
to a plate, b', rendered adjustable from and theMypartimproved
although espe
toward the mallet upon the frame E, this ad cially adapted forinstrument,
tooth-filling,
can be applied
justment of the plate and pin effecting also in the arts generally, wherever power
by elec
sufficient adjustment of the tool to take up tricity is needed or can be used for actuating
the effects of Wear, and rendering any adjust a hammer.
ment of the parts of the mallet unnecessary, I do not claim a magneto-electric dental in
the latter being rigid and non-adjustable strument
which the tool is operated by a
throughout. The current passes from the vibrating inmallet,
nor the combination with
Stud i, through a spring, j, Fig. 4, to a slide, such an instrument
of an automatic circuit
G, which the said spring has a constant tend
breaker;
but
ency to force in the direction of the arrow 1, I claim as my invention
and from the said slide through an adjustable 1. An electric dental instrument, in which
screw, d, casing k, and spring e to a lever, H, the insulated coils A A' are arranged close
the latter being maintained in contact with a together, with the tool B between and at one
screw, f, through which the current passes side, and the guard Dupon the same side, and
to the coils, by the said spring e.
the tool, all as and for the
A hard-rubber or other non-conducting pro extendingsetbeyond
forth.
jection, In, on the mallet acts directly upon purpose
The combination, with the instrument,
the short arm of the lever H, when the mallet of2.a guard
or handle, D, by which the said in
descends, and thus forces the same back from strument may
be held in a proper position for
the screw f, and breaks the circuit.
in either the right or left hand, sub
The several parts are so arranged in respect operation
as herein described.
to each other that the circuit is not broken by stantially
3. The combination of the socket, open at
the mallet until the latter has almost or quite both
the tool B filling the socket, and
struck the blow, the full power of the mallet havingends,
shoulders a af, and a spring-retaining.
being thus obtained, and ample time being pin beveled
one edge, as and for the pur
afforded for its recol before the circuit is again purpose set at
forth.
completed by the lever H.
retaining-pin b, secured to and ren
One end of the spring e to which the lever 4. The
adjustable upon the frame, with a plate,
H is connected, is wound upon a screw, n, by . dered
and toward the mallet F, substantial
turning which the power of the said spring b', from
and for the purpose specified.
can be increased or diminished, as desired, ly 5.asThe
combination, with the said lever Ed,
and consequently the rapidity of the recoil of of a spring,
e, the power of which can be in
the lever H, and the rapidity of the blows of creased or diminished
as required, and through
the mallet, can be regulated by means of the
with
the
current
is
caused
to pass, as speci
said Spring, as desired.
The screw f is adjustable, so that the effects fied.
testimony whereof I have signed my name
of wear can be readily taken up by means of to Inthis
in the presence of two sub
the same, and the bearings, both of the lever scribingspecification
witnesses.
H and the mallet, are also rendered adjusta Witnesses:
WM. G. A. BON WILL,
ble for the same purpose, and to prevent oxi
WM.
A. STEEL,
dization of the bearings of the lever the cur
HARRY SMITH.
rent is not passed through the same, but di

